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kfost of the constructions in the thtsory of combinatorial geometries take place in the 
Wqpxy of pregeometries and strong maps. in this present paper, we study these con- 
structions and thz structure of pregeometries by factoring strong maps into elementary 
maps, after the work 4 Dowling and K.elly. Using the modular cuts of the factorization 
to determine certiin single+lement extensions, we associate ach factorization @ to a 
unique labeled pregeometry, called the major of #. Every major of a factorization of a 
strong map f : N -, G has H and G as distinguished minors: H as a subgeometry; G as a 
contraction. 
A partial order is defined on the set of all factorizations off, 7~ and a compatible 
partial order is defined on the set of all majors off* ryf. The map <t, : (yf-+ Tf is shown 
to be an increasing surjection, while the map Y : 3 
injection. The composition Q, 0 Y is shown to be tx 
+ yf is shown to be an increasing 
e identity on ? P while Y 3 @ is a 
decreasing map on yl, defining a co-closure on majors. The partial order on ?/f, aithougk 
sr3emingly more restrictive than necessary, is shown to be necessary to reflect the order on 
fi3CtoriZatiOns. 
Special consideration is given the zero element of 3i_, called the H&s fartorizdion of 
/ ) which is constructed using the tift construction of Riggs. We explore the conne&on 
between the majors of this theory and a particular major constructed. by H&s, and 
show that this Higgs major is the major of the Higgs factorization. As the unique smdiiest 
major of any strong map, the Higgs major thus defines a unary operator on pregeometries: 
Y(G) is the Eiiggs major off : qTLT, -+ G. 
founded, has provi 
This research was u~derta te s versit 
0 
fvboreover admits access through channels of geometry, algebraic topology, 
linear algebra, and lattice theory. 
tripped of their vectw space coordinatizaticm, camb~natorial geom- 
de 2~ more general category for the study of dependence struc- 
:he convenient categorical mapping properties of linear trans- 
~o~~~at~ons are sacrificed in the stripping process. Thus, those who wouid 
y categoric;al constructions (e.g., quotients, lifts, erections, etc.) are 
ith a dilemma as j/et unsolved to the satisfaction of all: what are 
ropriate maps for the category of combinatorial geometries? ile 
er does1 not pretend to answer that question, it does make esten- 
of the two types of maps being currently studied: strung maps 
hich are the coordinate-free linear transformations) and weak maps 
more abundant, offer more possibilities for universal map- 
s). Since strong maps seem to pravide the framework fur 
most of the known constru&ions (described in Section 2), we will study 
the structure of gee ries primarily through the dissection of strong 
maps to compare geometries on the same point 
n extensive study of weak maps can be found in the dissertation 
ucas [ II 4 1, to whom this au+or is indebted for many helpful com- 
particuJ;arly with regard to the triangle of Section 3. 
int (pre)geometry G is determined by the 
who first factored arbitrary strong mapsf : NT + C, using 
procxss of [ 121. The factorization so constructed, referred to 
ajlo.rs of Section 3 also 
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ajors, and this we refer to as the 
iggs major, and contains a 
result the conclusi at uhich our definitions hint: that the 
oritation of JC 
the special case which motivated 
and Kelly, and in which majors are li ly to prove most benefit&l - tile 
factorizations off‘ : II --, 6, where y1 is free. Olif particular interest in 
this context is the Riggs ma.jor: since it is uniquely associated with p1 
whii:h is canonically associated with G, ~-1; may define a unary operator 
on geometries, taking G to its Higgs major. This major will be the smallest 
rank tt geometry of which. G is a contraction. 
It is difficult to predict how useful the identification of majors and 
factsrizations will prove to be in the study of geometric structures, al- 
thorigh factorizations have already proved their worth, and majors at 
leas!: provide a complementary setting for the existing study of minors. 
Moreover, representations of ail kinds have had good success in the past, 
and this new angle from which one can view both geometries and strong 
maps may provide some insight for later research. 
The purposte of this section is to establish some further notation acid 
ts survey several of the known constructions by which pregeometrks 
beg{{: t pregeome t ties. is presentation is mostly distilled from survey 
notes by Crapo [‘?I and 6reene [ 1 I 3, although references are given for 
more detailed studies of’ each particular construction as it is treated. 
of the original lattice c+f G. The rank is give 
~~~tio~~ (see [ 81). If G is a pregeometry of rank I + 1 2 1, then 
s of rank not equal to T form a geometric lattice the lattice of 
the truncutiow TG). The kth frzr~2cutior2 of G is defined recursively and 
is densted Tk(G).. 
cthns (see 161). If a pregeometry G is the trtencation af a gcom- 
e say H is an trrection of G. We call1 G ,!he trivic?~ erect&m of C, 
&? if G has no n+on-trivial erections, we cat1 G ~‘igid. Otherwise, G is 
calfed esstr2tkzl. An essep28ial j&d of G is a flat which is essentia1 as a sub- 
czmetry of G. Every essential pregeometry ha.5; a unique free ewctkm, 
characterized by having no essential copclints. 
Crapo [6] mentions that it was Higgs who first noted that the essentia? 
of G, togetheg with their ranks, determine G completely. It was an 
mpt to provide a representation of pregeometries by essential flats 
first ied to thz theory of factorizal;:ions [9] s studield in this paper. 
s (see [4]). A rkz0&4lffr ctrl (or Gmply ctrl)M of a geometric 
is a subset ;:jf L enjoying the following two properties: 
(ii) if x and y are a modular pair, and x, v 6: Al, then x A v f: M. , M c 
hr filter F consisting 
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s&e [121). sdirong map from a pregeometry II to a pre- 
geometry G is a set function which takes points of II to points of G or 
to the zero flat of G. and preserves all suprema. quivalently, f : N + G 
is strong if a only if the inverse image of every G-closed set of points 
is H-closed. strong map is an inj43&rz if it is one-to-one as a function 
of the flats, and a strrjcction if it is onto. ?ff : H -+ G is a surjection, then 
the flats of G correspond to a subset of the flats of 5 c&d a yuotisnf 
of N, or more specifically the rll&OlieYdf c#fin H. namely the flats of 
ximum H-rank having a given imag: in G. In this paper, when we 
strong map, we will mean a surjection defined by the identity on X. 
this context, f : If --* G strong means precisely that G is a quotient of N. 
To each strong mapf : W + G we associate anonnegative integer 
rzm = r(H) .-. r(G), called the nuZM_v off- Similarly, each A c X has a 
nonnegative f-ntllli~~~ given by rlf(A) = rH (A) - rG (-4 ). In the case of the 
m2or2ical strarzg rmp fv : 93, + G, the nullity of fis the nullity of G, and 
the flnullity of any set A CJ X is the nullity of A. As is the case with 
nullity, j+nullity is an increasing set function on X: that is, A c B’ implies 
rrf(A) G nful). If f : M -+ G is a strong map of nullify k, then f * : G* -+ N* 
is also a strong map of nullity k * called the dtcQI strong map off. 
A strong map f : H -+ G is called an elementarv (sfrong) mup if the _ 
nullity off is one, in which case G is called an elementary yuofient of 
H. It is known 1, 10. ! 2 ] that f : N -+ G is an elementary map if and c 
only if f‘ may be fat:t:3red as a single-element extemion followed by a cora- 
traction as follows: 
for some modular cut M in I?{. 
nce elemen ta 
ats of C are the 
~rrn~~ed by modular cuts. 
are not in collar 
subclasses: for example. the lattice of emrtims of G, the &,Q~CCJ 0-f sirzgle- 
d~vbw~lf extwsiorrs of G, and the liaItice of ekwcrrtary qwtkw1’~ of G, 
The two latter lattices have been shown 17, 9 1 to be isomo:rphk w the 
lice .9f m(0dukzr cuts of G, ordered by inclusion Since WC wiJi1 rake 
equent use l:bf this result, we emphasize i: with t e foll0wihg B&ate- 
ment: 
7 be modular cuts of H determining single-element ex- 
k2 and elementary quoknts Cl/e and G2/e reipectively. 
C_ N’2 if and on’ry if G’, < G2 if and cnly if G1 /C < G2/e. 
s (see [ 12)). If f : N -+ C is a strcmg map, then the flats of bl 
hich are flats of G, tcllgether with the flats of H which havefkullity 
zero, are the Rats of a pregeometty L called the (Higg:s) pi.ft of G irt H. 
ill usual& write UN + C) to avoid possible confusion as to which 
l ong map dletermjnes a particular lift. If .f : H -+ G is a strong map of 
nullity k > I ,, then g : H -+ L(t?* G) is a strong map of nullity k-- 1. and 
e may iterate the lift. Thus we define the kth lift of C in N, denoted 
L”W -+ G), by 
rrs (see 19. 13 1). Let f : /i + G be a strong map of nullity 
kPneNf4~~) f~ctarization off’ is meant 
h el;ich Gi_ 1 -+ c;i (j = lJ . ..$ k) is an elementary strong map. I 
n, tkn we call the factorization a fuctorizatiorrl of G. The rruWy 
or kngth crif the factorization is simply the nullity k of the strong map 
strong map may be so factored (for example, by taking succes- 
iggs Ilifts in Hj, but factorizations in general are not unique. 
a factcsrization is elementary, it is determined by 
asize the ro!e of these cuts, we write: 
fk 
- c, =G 
il. Kennedy / ors of geometric strong maps 315 
generally write the names of the generating Oats, enclosed in parentheses. 
For example: 
Given a strong map f : H + G, we let 
tions off. We cm define a [x.zrW or&r 
on pregeometries described here in 2.6. 
4) : H = Go -=+ G, --* 1.. + G, 
Ff denote the set of all factoriza- 
on Tf, using the weak map order 
Let @ ,dnd W be the flactorizations 
= c, 
= G. 
Then cif, gi W if and only if Gj < Gi for all i = ‘I, . . . . k. 
The .Iliggs fn~rt~riza~io~l c,f is the fat torization 
37 1 w 
ff = c;, 
bfk 
---+ G - . ..- G 1 k =G 
such that Gj is the tliggs lift of G/+r in H. If H = n, we call this factor- 
ization the H&;:.Y ,C&f~ri~uti~~z r,f G. It is shovln [ 13) that the Higgs 
factorization is the zero element in the partialB order Tf, and that each 
k 1 consists precisely of all G-flats of f’-nullity 
frf 3 k -- j + 1. This property of the iggs factorization renders it easily 
constructable by its generators. If A is a G-flat, we define the essential 
fr~lli~_v of A, denoted A$(A ), by 
316 nnedy / Mujors ofgtwmefric strong maps 
AS an example, we construct the Higgs factorizatiolla of a strong map 
of nullity 2, ar;d refer the reader to [ f 31 for further examples. 
fv#gh) = 2 , 
iv+-(&?f) = 1 ) N”(A) = 0 for all: other fl; ts A. 
iggs factsrization off: 
h 
esizations uf strong maps is a 
mands: Every strong map may 
owed by a contraction. Thus we may 
gs lift to produce a certain class of those 
SUCII intermediate 
e will demDl&rate t 
0~s ufgeometric strung rnups 317 
et M and G be dciked on a common n-set A’, 2nd let 
f : H -+ G be 24 strong map of nullity k. A r?zcnjor 0J+f is any pre,zeometry 
u K, where IA’) = k, such that N + Y is an injection, and Y -+ G 
is a contraction. 
cting our definition of majors to pregeometries on 
k-set, it might be argued that we have lost some 
rc are pregeometries Y’ with subgeometries E on 
more than k points which have t& property that Y’/E = C and Yr -- E = H. 
However, any basis kc of E does h exactly 1’ points, and moreover must 
have the property that Y’/K 2 G. rice, any basis of El yields a major, 
and conversely any major will yie ntermediate pregeometries with 
arbitrary extraneous structure by replacing K with various pregeometries 
spanned by K. Since it is the structure of majors which motivates our 
study. we will de7 it no loss to restrict our attention to the minimal 
Y’s which ret-l structure off. Throughout these next sections, any 
result pertaini major Y off : (Y-K) -+ (Y/K) may be thought of as 
a result about an e ivalence class of pregeometries Y’ with subsets E for 
which Y’-E = Y -- and Y’/E = Y/K For any such Y’, K is a basis of E. 
First of all, if A is a flat of G/r, then A u e is indeed a flat of C, 
and M w e is clearly a filter of flats if M is. 
Since MU e is trivially closed under intersection of modular pairs, it is 
therefore a modular cut. 
u e he &$~ted LIS irz 3.3 and let G + fand e+fde- 
en t extertsiom determined by M u e and respec- 
tivclv. Then IG; + f )/e = G/e + f. c 
e now intrrlduce some notatisitrI to facilitate the treatment 
sf multiple extensions and cantractions. 
the single-element extensicnn of G which ad 
cu resulting in kf. 
n ill diagrams which fol ow, arrows pointing up reI_lireserat single-ele- 
ment f:x$ensions: 
uMe .arrows pointing down represent contractions: 
\ 
5 
e 
(represents contraction by point e). 
ew notation, emmla 3.4 shply states that the f(Dllowitlg dia- 
am, calted the stanl;/‘,z~/ c?.ute~~si~n-couzf~;~li~ln dia ~~,neJ. commutes: 
3. be a factorization 
n~sf : H + C. Using the rcJsults of Lemma 3.3 and . ‘Remar 
3.5, we cm construct a triangular 
ing diagram of prepeometries a sociated with the factorization 
thg elementary malps along the base of the triangle, each 
successive I ve! is added by employing the colmmutative diagram in 
he previous level. the simple technique 
) for at general fat 
rs of geometric strong maps 319 
?i ,G 
otice that this triangle is standard in the sense that eat 
monds is standard. denote the standard triangle associa 
fat torization 
00 y c0nstruction, II G,, is an injection, and kO + G is a con- 
traction. Since G,, eometry on the union of with a k-set, GkO 
is a major off. 
iS 
e 
. 
We now wish to associate a facPorization with a given major of I’. “To 
we assume that we are given a major Y on thle ClirGet .Y U K, 
is arbitrarily ordered as {q I ..a, t. ok ] ‘. a that the identity c>n 
the injection N -+ Y. It is then natural to define 
Y 
Deletion and contraction 
er on Al, and is well 
ence of the fact t‘hat deletion and cmtractim of 
le is seen Ito consist of elementary 
rmce is a factorization 
)_ use the same order t:m t 
ertnedv / UTS of geometric stmng maps 321 
s was noted in 
viously the factorization determincld by 
e now have two partially ordered sets associated with 
any strong map .f : N --f G: 
1 srder of filCCOrPZilitdG:!S off: 
nd only if the identity is a weak map fp;l)rn every 
l to the corresponding pregeometry in 
d W&r elf ~~?iIj4xs of .f: 
Al! majors are on the set X u K, where K = {el) . . . . ek j* e say Y, G Y2 
if and only if the identity is a weak map from Y, to Y,. 
e will use these partial orders to compare majors with factorizations 
below. First, we prok &- “!x %!!nwing proposition concerning the operatbxs 
@ and Y introduced in Definitions 3.8 and 2.10. 
y Proposition ctive. To see Y 
ve, suppose Y 4 YW2 )I, and 
hence, by Proposition 3. 
e refer to Example 3.14, whkh shows that Y is n Dt surjcxtive and 
is not injective. 
. Let Y, H and G be as shown : 
322 
erterated by ab; M, is generated by abc. Hence WY) is the 
ence ( Y)) is 
of grcsnotm-c stror1g r?wps 
the geometry : 
323 
which is not the Y with which we began. Notice that, w 
he modular cut that was determined when we dei2tec.l e2 was (ac), 
ml not (abcq ) as in (Y)). 
hence Y * F is not the identity. There are majors in which are not 
majors of the factarizations they determine. 
We now wish to show that the maps and Y are order-preserrving, but 
first we must derive some reliminary results. As before. G1 < G, means 
that the identity is a weak map from G, to G,. Diagrams continue to 
fc>llow the notation of Remark 3.5. 
an independent set I in 2, we must show it is independent 
Ience we wntrakt the independence of I .- e in G4, and thus I mw,t 
, hen / - f $ ies f $ collar( 
Ip/# (I - ,f’b = !-H 1' (19 - 1 = 111 -- 1 = ]I -- fl, 
re I - j is independent in 
ence I - ,f is independent in 6, . 
Ld e, and flE I imp 
(as above) e $ I implies 
1 U e). Therefore, I is 
Let I be ind e:penden t in Hz. 
f e 6 It Vhen I is independent in H, , hence in C, , awi there- 
ence 1 - e is independent in HI,, and consequentPy in 6’,, 5c;arrse 
that I is not indlependent in 6,. 
,(I - e) < II -- el. 
s the independence of I - e in G3+ and hence I i I in- 
set in1 6,-e, then / is an independent set in 
endent in C, and conse- 
cucntly in G,-c. Duality then yields G,/f< Gz,$ . 
. As a corollary of roposition 3.13, 
Successive applications of Proposition 3.18 yield 
twhenoe we conclude 
Y, G Y, implies 
its was to be shown. 
We have already seen that the camp 0 Y is the identity on 
3.11). and that Y * is not the identity on 
h the aid of the fol lemmata, we will s 
is a decreasing map on Yf, defining a coclosure on the partial order 
grams Continue to fol CBW the notation sf 
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U f) = m, whenc 
U tf U f), from w 
UfUd=m+ I, 
conclude A u eE 
y Lemma 3.20, we know A1 u P C_ M’. Consequently, G2, G G; 
nownn property of single-element extensions (see 2.6). 
mm 3.2 1, we have ; G H,, where bi; is dstermined by 
0~s of geometric strong maps 327 
“) and (Y,,)) need not be 
factorization at the base of both tri- 
CY,)) are identical on the first two 
(Y,)) is weaker than !.‘Y,) at the third 
22 this order exten s to all successive levels. 
& and in particular Y( (Y,)) G Y,. This 
completes the proof. 
. We have now shown that the maps and Y are residuated 
appings between the partial order of fa~t~ri~atio~s and the partial 
order of majors. Hence, Y * is a co-closure on QJf, the co+losed ele- 
anents being those majors which are majors of factsrizations. 
Until naw, we have been careful to treat majors as labeled pregeom- 
+_.Ges, prescribing a fixed order on the points el, . . . . ek which elitend N, 
t.tnd I>rescribing the identity on points as the weak map in the partial 
order on xyf. e now investigate a less restrictive class of weak maps 
whir:h order ‘Y,, and show that in the case of majors of factorizations, 
he images under Y * Cp, thclse maps reflect the order on Tf, but for more 
general majors they do not. 
et j": H -+ G be 
t the majors in 
‘2 E yf. we say 1%~ : -weak utap if IV is a weak map and 
1%~ is the identity on 2 are X-~WPTW~~~~‘C if there exist 
X-weak maps y : Y, + Y- and bv2 : Y2 --* Y,. c 
D. Kcnnedv / Mujors of geomet ric strong RWpS 
G 
en the fdlowing geometric3 I’, and I$ are X-isomorphic mi.ijors 
e strong map f: 
I? 
1 
+nd (Y,) as follows 
rs ofg~ornetric strong maps 
and a( V,): 
are incotnparabie in the order on 3f. 
e now proceed to show that X-weak maps are sufficient to order 
majors of factorkatians, the (Y o W-closed elements in ‘y,. 
Y be the mujor of a factorization L 
w K, extending by el, . . . . ek in th 
for fzat:lh i = 1 s . . ., k, ffie function from Y/q to Y/e1 given by 
. Of course, if 4?i = e1 $ then w is the identity on Y, so we assume 
that i 2 2. 
330 L-4 Kmnedy / on of geometric strong maps 
inally, since 1 LJ ei is independent in Y, I is independent in Y/q. Since 
1, this means w I (0 is independent ir, Y/q. 
ence, tJ>e inverse image of every independent set is independent, 
roving that IV is indeed weak. 
e will xtually prove a stronger result, assuming only that Cp, is 
ctorizatioia 0f fi : II, -+ G and (I2 is a factorization off, : H, -+ G. 
illI show that the existence of an X-weak map w : Y(@, ) -+ YQQr,) 
fficient to force @, G QZ. 
et Y, denote I’(@,) and Y, denote Y($). e will proceed by induc- 
n on the ~~~ll~ty of the factorization. 
Ef 4+ and a2 have nullity i, then the result follows directly from Prop- 
ition 3 18. Assume, then, that our stronger statement holds true for 
f~cto~z~tions of length k-1. 
( Y2) as usual. and construct the (not necessarily 
d from Y, by contracting W(,C l ). . . . , w(ck ) and 
~~eletin~ w(ek ), . . . . w(q ) in those respective orders. (This constructs some 
fact~~zati~n ’ which is unimpor’bant to the proof.) 
~matically, we have these three triangles: 
331 
Now each of these prcgeometries is the major of the factorization be- 
ese factor&Hi s has nullity k- I, so WC may apply 
is. This yields 2 at every step in the ;‘:ct,or- 
izations except possibly H, and N,. 
ut now H, G II, is inherited from \v : Y, -+ L, sinct iv is the identity 
2 and completes the ind&ztion. 
oof. suppose YI 
3.29, we conclude 
*) are X-isomorphic. T 
ence it follows that Y( 
oof. By Theorem 3.23. Y(*(Y,)) G Y, nsequently, co 
identity with tv : Y, -+ Y(rti,), we get an eak map M” : 
Y(*,). We then apply Theorem 3.29 to conclude @,(Y,) < Cp,. 
e conclude the section with a simple characterization of majors. ere, 
r denotes Y-rank. 
is independent, r( = aK1. 
So Y a major implies 
33i! D. Kew1ed.y / Mizjors of geometric strong maps 
c:t I‘ : H -+ G be a strong map of nullity k nd let 111 2 k be arbitrary. 
y rank k pregeometry ok !Fz points, gs showed that : could 
factored (as an injection followed by a CO raulion j through 
iate pregeismetry L = Lk (I? @ l? + e, if rn # k, then 
ils to be a major off as defined in 
off if and only if E = g,, the : pregeometry on 
et f : H -+ G be a strong map of nullity k and Iet 
+ G @ 3; be the strong map determined by II + G and 
Then WC define the Mggs major of’fl denoted VIA, by 
e reiterate here Remark 3.2 regarding the motivation 
ng majors to the point set of minimum size. Our intent 
he structural3 properties off as refIected in i$s various 
eralize this to majors through the operators 
can think of the Higgs major as a skeleton, 
ieh can be fleshed out to include any Ilumber of points added to the 
These extra points, however, yield no new str 
formation about for the factorization, which is still determined 
and so no generality is lost by restricting our attention to the 
llujclp which the it--Eggs construction provides. 
ing theoiTem and prelimin lemmata will prove what the 
ggests: that the gs major is the major of the 
order to simplify the methods of proof. we estab- 
crowing notation at the outset. 
G, a strong map of nullity k, 
ele 
e 
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where 
In addition, f : H -+ G determines a map of nullity 2k: 
by wtrkh we construct the Higgs major Y,: 
(notice that Y, = LkQ7 @ ‘70, + G @ Cl3 . so this is just the image after 
the first k maps in the Higgs factpkatisn off”). 
Finally, there exists a strong map f : k? @ cx3, + Y (identity on points) 
which has a Higgs Crctorization: 
Notice that every Al), b$’ and k$ determines an elementary map ap- 
pearing as part of a Higgs factorization of a strong map. 
denotes a single-element extension, determined from it!j 
3.6. 
We now proceed with the first lemma. 
334 D. Kennedy /’ Mujuts of geumetrir stturrg mups 
at in Mf. Sincr: A is ,3 (G @* :)-flat, A contains all the 
nd hence of i &.A =A’v ‘78, 
e must show 
=+4’)+ k, a 
i + 1 G nf (A‘), and hence A’ E COIlVelWly* if A E 
,)>k-i+l+k= 2k -- i + 1, and SQ we have 
m-v 1.2.8) that the cuts of the Higgs factorization are nested 
C_ M,. Consequently, if we let EMj deno 
(the extending Icut corresponding t 
ested sequence of modufar cuts: 
e will use this nestedness to show a E $ if @nd on 
i 
fat torization of j?, wfe 
335 
’ u ej w . . . w ek for some 
iffd=A u k for some A E 
sof. Lemmata 4.3 and 4.4 construct these respective pregeomstries, 
rting with N @ k, and proceeding by the same elementary rips. 
Hence they are the same, 
.6. This theorem establishes the Higgs major as the zero in the 
partial order QJ~, gnd gives an immediate construe: ion using extensions 
rather than lifts. We construct the Higgs factorization off, as in 2.8, 
using essential f-nullities. The cuts .Mj of the iggs factorization then 
determine the cuts EMj in the seauence of extensions by which we _ 
arrive at the Higgs major. n alternate construction using only element- 
ary maps is given by Lemmata 4.3 and 4.4. 
5 construct t iggs major of the st.rong map: 
h 
he cuts in the Uiggs fat orization are 
ence, dznotin 
iggs major is cionstructed acsordingly : 
d 
is is the weakest pregeometry which xflects 
d 
the structure of the 
.8. Let f : .?f -+ G be am? strong map, and let Q, dertote tk 
ctorization off: Then each iregeometry Gij (i # 0) in A(@) is 
major of the strong map G,j + Go,i+jm 
nder the weak-map order, a factorization is minimum if and 
if each subfactorization (the I ning of which is clear) is minimum. 
ence each subfactorization of th s factorization is the Higgs factor- 
he induced strong map ), each C, is the major of the 
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